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HISTORICAL EVALUATION
Building Construction
Built in 1935, the current Sumner Elementary School is a grand example of the art
Deco style that was prevalent in the 1920’s and 1930’s. This style was typical by the
use of geometric designs and a “stacked” of stepped building facades.
Thomas W. Williamson & Co designed the school and combined the use of solid quality materials and craftsmanship readily available in that day. The structural clay tile
and brick wall system is used as an envelope around a predominantly concrete frame.

Art & Decorative Finishes
The exterior of the building has stone carved panels integrated into the brick facade.
The building exterior is a composition of stone and brick and the composition of
these materials gives the building its distinctive Art Deco style. There is an array of
stone friezes that cascade across the facade of the building; at the North end of the
West elevation, outside the kindergarten room is a large frieze of the sun beaming
down on children running, skipping, jumping rope, rolling a hoop, flying a kite; and
at the other end is a sculpture of a woman holding an open book; and in between are
small tablets of sun-lit landscapes, and billowy clouds. Beyond the stone having an
integral part in the aesthetics of the exterior of the building, the brick has its own
playful expression with subtle changes in banding, detail and color.
Initial indications find no paintings or other decorative artwork on the interior. The
architect incorporated the building materials such as light fixtures, stone relief and
the use of glazed tile to serve these purposes

Structural Investigation
In summary this building is in very good condition structurally. Very few modifications have been made and they have not seriously impacted the structural integrity
of the building. The water damage that has occurred appears to be minor and easily
repaired. The floor live load capacity is large enough to allow many different uses.
The new elevator, while involving underpinning of existing foundations is certainly
feasible at the location under consideration.
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M.E.P. Analysis
All of the proposed work would be sensitive to the historical ramifications of the
structure. The level of upgrade or renovation will depend on the long-range plan for
the building. It is possible to phase some of the MEP work, but at a higher cost than
doing it at one time.
Upgrading the MEP systems, as described in the low-end option, would allow for the
building to be occupied, but there would be several drawbacks. Zoning and temperature control is poor by using the existing heating and air conditioning equipment. The
anticipated life of these systems is relatively short, so replacement or upgrade in the
near future is inevitable. The combination of the existing HVAC and lighting systems is
not energy efficient, so this option would be the least desirable from that perspective.
Under the moderate upgrade option, at least the lighting systems would be in good
shape and the building would have central air conditioning. As with the first option,
this one still has a heating plant that will not last another 40 years. Additional work
and replacement will be required at some point in the future.
The last option considered deals with all anticipated upgrades for a building occupancy of at least 40 years. This is the most energy efficient option and would provide
for the most flexible use of the spaces. If this scope of work were performed, it would
result in the least life cycle cost for MEP upgrade.

Statement of Significance
Four school buildings have carried the name of abolitionist and Massachusetts senator Charles Sumner (1811-74): the first, 1880, a one-story brick structure which,
ironically, for a time housed Negro students and then burned in 1888; second, a
frame building damaged in an 1898 windstorm; third, 1901, a somewhat old-fashioned two-story brick schoolhouse of eight classrooms that was also damaged, by
fire in 1915, and due to structural problems had to have its second story removed;
and fourth, 1935-36, the present Art Deco school which figured in the notable 1954
Brown vs. Board of Education desegregation case. The school selected the architectural firm of Thomas W. Williamson & Co. along with associate architect Ralph
Scamell prepared a two-story, L-shaped brick school plan incorporating a fan-shaped
auditorium component occupying the “L’s” interior. The Secretary of the Interior as a
result of the constitutional issues thematic study carried out by the National Park
Service declared Sumner Elementary School at 330 Western in Topeka a National
Historic Landmark in may 1987.
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ARCHITECTURAL EVALUATION
Building Interior Condition Assessment
As you walk through the school you see a building that was designed and built for the
future. The flooring as well as the glazed tile have worn well and appear in very good
condition. The real problems are in and around the exterior windows. The plaster that
surrounds many of the openings has been damaged by water leaks and condensation
and is in need of repair. It is apparent that moisture is the cause of the damage. The
remaining interior wall finishes are in good condition and could be renovated easily.

Accessibility Evaluation and Overview
The Southwest entrance has steps leading to the main doors. The Northwest
entrance was modified in 1992 and should be adequate for use as an accessible
route. The school is organized around an “L” shaped plan. At the end of each corridor there is a set of stairs that travel from the basement to the second floor. There is
no accessible route between floors. The corridor widths are more than sufficient to
supply the occupancy load presented for the building. With the location of the stairs
being at the end of each corridor, it allows for an efficient exit way.
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PRESERVATION PLAN
List of Preservation Issues Related to Removal of Elements,
Mitigation of Intrusions, and Missing Elements
The following preservation issues will determine the extent of renovation and
therefore expenditure required:
• Windows: The steel windows have no thermal break, causing moisture damage
to the interior plaster. Before plaster is repaired, the window issue will have to
be resolved.
• Damaged Brick/Stone: Due to the rough texture of the brick, water is able to
penetrate the surface in turn spawling occurs. The degree of removal and repair
will have to be determined.
• HVAC System: There are options available and described in the MEP report.
Decisions regarding the extent of renovation will need to be made.
• Auditorium Windows: Based on the original design, windows were present the
full height of the auditorium. Currently the window openings are blocked in with a
small operable window. Restoration should be made but will have functional and
financial impact.
• Drop Ceiling: Each room has an original acoustic panel for the ceiling. Drop ceil
ings were placed atop the original panel to hold 2x4 lights.
• Partitions and Finishes: Partitions have been added to the school over the years
as well as carpet and tile. To regain the original intent, degree of removal and
repair will have to be resolved.
• Auditorium Floor: A floor was added over the original sloped floor for recreational
use. Its removal is recommended, however the degree of restoration should be
determined.
• Site Retaining Walls: Retaining walls were used to separate each playground;
their replacement needs to be determined.
• Auditorium Lights: The auditorium had a decorative fixture designed to match
the lobby fixture. Restoration should be considered.
• Classroom Lights: Evidence shows a hanging light in each of the classrooms,
replacement of these should be considered.
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Code Compliance Issues
• Construction Type: With the materials used in constructing this building, it can
be used for all types of uses. A UBC type II or III can easily be achieved.
• ADA Access to Basement and Second Floors: Access can be achieved through
the addition of an elevator at the East side of the North corridor.
• Guardrails: Based on the 1997 Uniform Code for Building Conservation; which
states any guardrail under 36 inches in height shall be augmented or corrected
to raise their effective height to 36 inches.
• Rated Corridors: Based on the 1997 Uniform Code for Building Conservation;
One-hour fire resistive construction throughout need not be required regardless
of construction or occupancy.
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DESIGN PARAMETERS
Summary of Preservation and Restoration Objectives
Sumner School has received the highest level of designation achievable for historic
properties. Therefore, preservation of important and significant features should be a
priority for this project. All proposed projects should comply with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
The Secretary of Interior’s Standards recommend working with what exists and to
preserve those elements, features, or spaces that are identified as “character defining.” These standards do not require that the building be “restored.” Restoration
typically involves returning the building back to a specific historic period of time. The
Secretary of Interior’s Standards acknowledge the fact that some changes will be
required in order for the building to be used for today’s purposes. They recommend,
however, that those changes be compatible with the historic building.
As with most buildings, changes have been made to Sumner School over time. There
are spaces and architectural elements in and around the school that are considered
significant and these spaces and elements should be preserved. There are also
spaces and features that have been modified in the past or are not considered significant. These spaces offer the Owner more of an opportunity for making necessary
and sometimes radical changes.
Because the school still remains essentially as it did in 1954, and the story behind
the Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education is Nationally significant, we believe there
should be a concerted effort to preserve features and spaces in order to adequately
convey the character of the school from that time period. This may even involve
choosing spaces that can be restored to that specific period of time.
In summary, the building is a prime candidate as a rehabilitation project while offering exciting possibilities to share the history of the school and the significant events
that occurred there.
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Zoning of Significant Spaces
Zoning of spaces is broken down into four categories:
Zone A – Areas of high historic integrity and of high
Zone A – Areas of high historic integrity and of high historic significance, to be prehistoric significance, to be restored.
served or restored.
Zone B – Areas of moderate historic integrity and of high
Zone B – Areas of moderate historic integrity and of high historic significance, to be
historic significance, to be restored.
restored.
Zone C – Areas of low historic integrity and of modZone C – Areas of low historic integrity and of moderate historic significance, to be
erate historic significance, to be rehabbed.
rehabilitated.
Zone D – Areas of low historic integrity and of low
Zone D – Areas of low historic integrity and of low historic significance, suitable for
historic significance, suitable for major redesign.
major redesign.
Zone A includes spaces, which are generally in their original configuration with original materials and details. Zone B includes spaces that have lost some of their historic components, but are still a significant space. Zone C includes those areas of
secondary importance, which still retain some significant historic details. Zone D
includes secondary spaces without historical or technological significance, and in
which significant historic details have not been retained.
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Space Programming Objectives
The objectives for the reuse of Sumner School are derived from interviews with the
stakeholders in this community, from surveys of the surrounding area residents and
from analysis of the available building space. There are three main objectives the
space program intends to resolve:
• Provide Community activity space that is centered on the involvement of all age
and ethnic groups. This activity should allow elderly and children alike the
opportunity to learn and feel a sense of community pride, without the stereo
types that accompany a facility targeted for one age group.
• Provide a small amount of office space that would daily life and energy to the
facility. A City Department could be located here to ensure the property had a
modest flow of activity, which would act as a deterrent to undesirable activity,
or the requirement for more intense property supervision.
• Provide a community green space that could be easy to observe, easy to maintain, while allowing for a community park-like setting. This green space would
contribute to the aesthetic of the area and provide much needed outdoor “quiet
recreation” space.
The building and site offer many opportunities to achieve these objectives. The options
for the program of spaces are described in the Master Plan Section of this report.
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MASTER PLAN
Vision and Mission
The mission of the Sumner School Master Plan is to lay the foundation and parameters for the historic preservation and renovation of the facility in order to maintain
the important role in the history and development of the Topeka community, and provide program options that ensure the building will continue to be a source of community involvement and pride.

Architectural and Site Development Program
The issue of determining uses for this building can be divided into two categories; exterior space and interior space. The information below is designed for preliminary discussion about options that reasonable could be applied to each of these categories.
Exterior Spaces:
It is clear from the community surveys and interviews we have conducted with the
neighborhood residents, that the community is concerned about having outside
exercise areas, specifically basketball courts. Although there are advantages to
these type of spaces, the speculation that these spaces would generate undesirable
behavior may reduce the community support for the facility.
The neighborhood suffers from a lack of quality green space that should be easy to
install and maintain. Three types of spaces should be considered for this green space.
• Open Green: This treeless area would provide an open space for throwing a ball,
playing football, kite flying, gathering, field day activities, walking or playing.
• Park Area: This would be an informal treed area with benches, fountains or
other focal points that would allow for relaxation and a park atmosphere.
• Play Area: The location of a play area near the building would allow the
neighborhood a public play area that does not currently exist and give reference to the history of this building as a grade school.
The major issue that confronts the site is the need for parking. Following the off-street
parking requirements for a building that will be utilized in the manner proposed
would call for approximately 100 spaces. This would encumber nearly half of the current site and place a burden on the development of the described green space.
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Interior Spaces:
Many building uses have been studied and discussed with the stakeholders as part
of this study. In this preliminary draft it is our intention to describe options for refinement. In order to reach the objectives stated in this report, and provide also a feasible financial model, we have categorized the use of the building by their income
potential and cost ramifications.
Revenue
Generating
Spaces:
Revenue
Generating
Spaces:
These
spaces
would
generate
revenue
reduce
financial
impact
These
spaces
would
generate
revenue
thatthat
will will
helphelp
reduce
the the
financial
impact
on
on the building
program.
listing
of theoftypes
of spaces
the building
program.
A listingAof
the types
spaces
follows:follows:
• Coffee
• Coffee
ShopShop
Art Classes
• Art•Classes
• Senior
Aerobics
Classes
• Senior
Aerobics
Classes
• Auditorium
Rental
• Auditorium
Rental
• Meeting
Space
Rental
• Meeting
Space
Rental
• Health
Check
Outreach
Rental
• Health
Check
Outreach
Rental
• YMCA/YWCA
Outreach
Rental
• YMCA/YWCA
Outreach
Rental
• Meals
on Wheels
• Meals
on Wheels
Revenue
Offsetting
Spaces:
Revenue
Offsetting
Spaces:
These
are spaces
that would
occupy
in facilities
thatCity
thewould
City would
These
are spaces
that would
occupy
spacespace
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that the
pay pay
or otherwise
encumber
The office
ideal office
use would
be a department
rent rent
or otherwise
encumber
cost. cost.
The ideal
use would
be a department
needed
approximately
5,000
of space
enough
detachment
that that
needed
approximately
5,000
sf ofsfspace
and and
had had
enough
detachment
fromfrom
the
Halltooffices
to beatlocated
at theFacility.
Sumner
Facility.
These
offices have
should
City the
HallCity
offices
be located
the Sumner
These
offices
should
a
have aaccess
low public
but be neighborhood
low public
flow,access
but be flow,
neighborhood
friendly. The friendly.
Housing The
and Housing and
Neighborhood
Development
Offices
be ideal
for this
purpose.
Neighborhood
Development
Offices
may may
be ideal
for this
purpose.
Revenue,
Generating
Spaces:
Non Non
Revenue,
CostCost
Generating
Spaces:
These
spaces
would
require
to operate,
would
generate
no revThese
spaces
would
require
cost cost
to operate,
and and
would
generate
littlelittle
to notorevenue
enuethese
to offset
these
costs.
These
areas
important
as service
community
service
to offset
costs.
These
spaces
are spaces
important
community
spaces
and
spaces and
the
function
of thethe
building
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to
are necessary
forare
thenecessary
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building
and/or
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to the the
building
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thespaces
building
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include:
These
spaces may include:
• Art Gallery
• Art Gallery
• Performance
Stage
• Performance
Stage
• Historic
Demonstration/Exhibit
Room
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• Welcome
andDemonstration/Exhibit
Information Center Room
• Welcome
and Information Center
• Building
Maintenance
• Building Maintenance
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Sumner School Re-Use Survey

Total = 117

Q1. Where do live?

Ward-Meade
Kenwood
Auburndale
Old Town
Potwin
Other

Total
38
13
2
15
27
22

Q2. Would you support the re-use of Sumner School building and grounds for community uses?

Yes
No

Total
116

Q3. If so, what type of uses would you or your family be most likely to use?
Indoor uses:
Ranking:
Museum/Art Exhibits
Arts Classes
Performing Arts Center
Senior Programs
Youth Programs
Continuing Education Classes
Indoor Recreation
Non-Profit Office Space
Community Meeting Rooms
Government Offices
Other
Total

1
36
16
7
13
23
7
6
2

2
5
33
14
10
16
12
8
4
2

3
7
7
23
15
15
9
8
4
9

2
112

2
106

1
98

4
6
5
2
17
14
5
8
5
9
1

5
3
5
3
6
9
11
8
3
8
3

72

59

Total
57
66
49
61
77
44
38
16
30
4
5
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Q3. If supporting the re-use of Sumner, what type of uses would you or your family be most likely to use?
Outdoor uses:
Gardens
Water Feature
Playgrounds
Soccer Fields
Basketball Courts
Tennis Courts
Sand Volleyball
Skating
Open Green Space
Picnic Areas
Other

Ranking:

1
40
3
31
2
4
4
1
6
6
8
1
106

Total

2
12
16
12
12
12
3
3
2
18
8
1
99

3
6
8
8
3
10
4
6
7
19
15

4
8
2
8
4
5
7
4
4
6
13

5
3
3
5
5
7
2
3
4
7
7

86

61

46

Total
69
32
64
26
38
20
17
23
56
51
2

Q4. What concerns, if any, do you have regarding the re-use of Sumner School?
• Gang hang out / Drugs
• Parking / Noise
• Not utilized as a rec. center
• Not becoming a landmark
• Needs security Police patrol
• Financial commitment
• Keeping the grounds clean

• Becoming government offices
• Emphasis on culture not athletics
• Crime
• The building won't turn into a national park
• That the city will not use it to profit young

Q5. Are there aspects of the building or grounds that you feel should remain unchanged?

Yes
No

Total
67
27

If so, explain.
• Base relief
• Class rooms / restored and displayed
• Fire place
• Stage

• Retain historical aspect
• The building / Facade
• Keep green spaces
• Change back the auditorium
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Q6. Please list the number of People currently living in your household in the following age categories:

6 and under
7 - 11
12 - 14
15 -18
19 - 30
31 - 50
51 and over

Total
36
33
18
15
33
91
86

Q7. Did you or any family member attend Sumner School in the past?
Total
37
76

Yes
No

Q8. Are you a:
Total
homeowner
renter
landlord

100
16
3
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Cost Estimate - Functional
The first of three approaches to estimating the project cost is described below. In this approach the building will have components repaired that are necessary to make the building fully functional. These repairs will accommodate the deferred maintenance that has occurred over the last 30 years and make the building usable.
Under this option, the site would be developed into primarily green space with minimal features. The building’s exterior would
be cleaned and repaired only where water infiltration was a concern, including minor repair of brick and stone and roof repairs.
Interior finishes would be removed as necessary and replaced as necessary to make the spaces usable for the program defined.
Floor and wall damage will be repaired and new paint on the wall surfaces will be applied. The building would be heated using a
new boiler, but the existing radiators and unit heaters will stay. New control valves will be provided for the radiators and unit
heaters. Air conditioning would still be accomplished using the existing window air conditioners. Plumbing and fixtures would be
replaced or repaired to meet current restroom code requirements. New layouts may also be required to adhere to ADA standards.
The electrical service is to remain. Additional electrical panels may be required to provide power for receptacles in office spaces.
Additional receptacles and telephone/data outlets would be provided to serve the occupied spaces. Lighting systems would
remain and be replaced or repaired only where damaged. Emergency fixtures and exit signs are to be tested and inspected to confirm which ones are to be replaced. The fire alarm system is to remain with minor modifications.

Other Costs
Description
Architectural Fee
Construction Testing
Document Printing
Telephone/Data Cabling
Legal Fees
Land Cost
Specials, Development and Misc Fees
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
Total Other Costs:
Project Totals
Construction and Other Costs
Change Order Contingency
Project Contingency
Total Project Cost

Fee Type
Percent
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

Unit Price
10%
$2,500
$750
$5,000

Percent

6%

Subtotal
$414,000
$750,000
$373,500
$150,000
$1,687,500

Subtotal
$168,750
$2,500
$750
$5,000
$0
$25,000
$0
$101,250
$303,250

$1,990,750
$59,723
$99,538
$2,150,010

3%
5%
15
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Construction Costs
Description
Area
Cost per SF
Basement Level
9200
$45
First Floor
15000
$50
Second Floor
8300
$45
Site Work (Grading and Paving)
Lump Sum
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Cost Estimate – Complete Remodel
This approach would remodel the facility from top to bottom that would make the facility look and function as new. This option
would create the play areas on the site as shown and allow for more landscaping. Repair of the exterior would include researching windows to allow for replacement or full recovery of the existing windows with added interior storm windows. The interior finishes would all be replaced or renovated to allow for function as well as aesthetic.
This level of renovation would include the addition of a new central cooling plant and associated air handling systems to replace
the existing window units. The existing boiler would be replaced, but the steam piping and radiators are to remain (with new control valves.) Plumbing and fixtures would be replaced or repaired to meet current restroom code requirements. New layouts may
also be required to adhere to ADA standards. Under this option, the electrical service will need to be upgraded to support the
new occupancy as well as the air conditioning. An additional 2 or 3 panel boards will be added to provide power for the offices.
New systems will consist of T8 fluorescent lamps and electronic ballasts. Fixture types will match the ceilings encountered. If new
acoustical tile ceilings are to be installed, the recessed 2x4 troffers will be provided. Spaces that are to remain as sheetrock or
plaster ceilings will be retrofitted with surface or suspension fixtures with high efficiency and that match the character of the
building. Exterior light fixtures would be required.

Other Costs
Description
Architectural Fee
Construction Testing
Document Printing
Telephone/Data Cabling
Legal Fees
Land Cost
Specials, Development and Misc Fees
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
Total Other Costs:
Project Totals
Construction and Other Costs
Change Order Contingency
Project Contingency
Total Project Cost

l awrence, kansas

Fee Type
Percent
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

Unit Price
10%
$2,500
$750
$5,000

Percent

6%

Subtotal
$690,000
$1,275,000
$622,500
$300,000
$2,887,500

Subtotal
$288,750
$2,500
$750
$5,000
$0
$25,000
$0
$173,250
$495,250

$3,382,750
$101,483
$169,138
$3,653,370

3%
5%

•
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Sumner School Historic Structure Report—Preliminary Cost Summary
Project Costs: Superior Quality; Complete Renovation and Restoration Effort
Construction Costs
Description
Area
Cost per SF
Basement Level
9200
$75
First Floor
15000
$85
Second Floor
8300
$75
Site Work (Grading and Paving)
Lump Sum
Total Construction Costs:
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Cost Estimate – Complete Restoration
The first two options described above would allow for occupancy of the building, but do not reflect a complete renovation and
restoration. This option will include a full restoration of the building and site. This would allow the original light fixtures to reappear in the auditorium. The auditorium with original window openings will be restored to the grand space it originally was. The
school would be finished to look as it did the day it opened. This is in keeping with the restoration at the Monroe School.
This option would involve all required work to renovate the MEP systems to serve the space for the next 40 years minimum. A
new central heating and cooling plant is to be provided, replacing the existing steam boiler/radiators and window air conditioners. This plant would serve the building through a 4-pipe hot water/chilled water system, allowing for simultaneous heating and
cooling from zone to zone. New air handling units and fan coil units would be placed around the building to provide adequate
zoning. Generally each classroom, office or meeting room would have its own unit and control. Larger units would serve the auditorium, corridors, lower level, etc. New DDC temperature controls are to be provided which can provide energy management functions and remote monitoring/adjustment. The plumbing systems would be replaced as much as is practical. New above grade
waste and vent piping as well as all domestic water piping would be provided. Plumbing fixtures would be replaced to match the
new layouts. Under this option, the electrical service will also need to be upgraded to support the new occupancy and added
HVAC systems. Additional panel boards will be required on each floor to support new receptacles and equipment loads.

Other Costs
Description
Architectural Fee
Construction Testing
Document Printing
Telephone/Data Cabling
Legal Fees
Land Cost
Specials, Development and Misc Fees
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
Total Other Costs:
Project Totals
Construction and Other Costs
Change Order Contingency
Project Contingency
Total Project Cost

Fee Type
Percent
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

Unit Price
10%
$2,500
$750
$5,000

Percent

8%

Subtotal
$828,000
$1,875,000
$747,000
$450,000
$3,900,000

Subtotal
$390,000
$2,500
$750
$5,000
$0
$25,000
$0
$312,000
$735,250

$4,635,250
$139,058
$231,763
$5,006,070

3%
5%
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Sumner School Historic Structure Report—Preliminary Cost Summary
Project Costs: Superior Quality; Complete Renovation and Restoration Effort
Construction Costs
Description
Area
Cost per SF
Basement Level
9200
$90
First Floor
15000
$125
Second Floor
8300
$90
Site Work (Grading and Paving)
Lump Sum
Total Construction Costs:

Potential funding

IX
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Potential Funding
Potential funding sources for the restoration and development of the Sumner School
project include the City of Topeka's Capital Improvement Program (CIP), Community
Development Block Grants (CDBG), and Save America's Treasures grants.
CIP funding through payment of general obligation bonds is the typical funding
source for any City park improvement project and could be used as the City's match
towards leveraging other public or private funds.
CDBG funds can be used for those improvements that primarily benefit low-moderate income individuals. The City receives an annual entitlement of approximately
$2.4 million. For purposes of this project, the neighborhood park space and the portion of the building for NIA meetings would qualify. However, other uses that would
benefit the "general" community such as government office space would not be eligible. While a prorated share of CDBG is typically not allowed for a project that has a
mix of eligible and non-eligible uses, the local HUD office has indicated a willingness
to consider this if clear delineations can be established. CDBG funds can also be
used for historic preservation purposes, which Sumner School would qualify for as a
National Historic Landmark. In this way, CDBG funds could possibly be used to at
least support the "preservation" work on the building and neighborhood park space.
The Save America's Treasures program is intended to preserve nationally significant
intellectual and cultural artifacts, and historic structures and sites. These grants are
administered by the National Park Service in partnership with the National
Endowment for the Arts and are awarded through a national competitive process.
Previous recipients have received anywhere from $100,000 to $2,500,000 for projects similar to Sumner School. Most averaged in the $300,000-$500,000 range.
Sumner School would qualify since its historic landmark status is tied to "national
significance". A non-federal public match is required. Assuming a similar schedule
for grant applications as this year (and funding), the next round of grant applications
would not be due until April of 2003.
Lastly, the City of Topeka was awarded with a Development Grant from the Kansas
State Historical Society in 2001 for purchase of the Sumner School. The federal/state
grant is for $24,000. The City would need to accept this grant by matching it with
$16,000-$21,000 by August of 2002.
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